The fate of TG's is now in the hands of the San Luis Obispo City Council and those hands may very well aquit a new proposal on governing the functions.

Human Relations Committee (HRC) members introduced a recommendation to the council at the Monday night study session in City Hall. The proposal will provide a governing and association board comprised mostly of students in overflow TG's.

The council scheduled a public hearing on the prohibitive ordinance list, which virtually eliminates TG's during the next session to be held at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday. Public discussion on the ordinance was on the March 7 meeting agenda, but the immediacy of the problem prompted the council to move up the public hearing date.

To table ordinance 125 and to replace it with the new proposal as a temporary, continuing ordinance, is one of the alternatives the council may choose.

"The TG problem is basic, as I see it, and can be condensed to one word—commercialism."

SAC to review dorm reform

Representatives of Student Tenants' Association and Inter-Hall Council are expected to inform the Student Affairs Council of activities and proposals involving the formation of a dorm reform congress during tonight's SAC meeting at 7:30 p.m. in CU B-10.

There will be discussion of the Executive Reserve Program proposed last week by John Brown of Finance Committees and a vote on the approval of the Children's Aid and Ecology Action Committee codes.

A short skit on SAC by a certain number of its members also is anticipated for tonight according to ASI Pres. Pete Evans.
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Dorm closet controversy needs investigation

**Formal**

looking in closets, Mr. Bostrum said that a closet could not be checked by a resident manager without his permission. A clarification of the facts are needed. It is true that in the South Mountain dorms and Van Ness dorms closets cannot be opened. However in the North Mountain dorms the closets are only checked when the rooms are occupied. Therefore they can be checked. The only thing which can cover them would be a security system, but it is a problem that this is inconsistent. Housing should take a stand as far as closet checks are concerned.

David Hechman

**ALL LETTERS**

**MUSTANG DAILY**

**EDITOR'S LETTER**

Due to space limitations, the editors request that letters be kept brief. No letter in excess of 250 words will be printed. The editors also reserve the right to edit letters if desired. Writers are requested to submit their writings for spelling errors. Letters must be signed with the author's true name.

Tom Cori

BAC Rep. of Engineering and Technology

A luxury toy

**Editor:**

When the first automobile came out of the factory everyone laughed at it. But, when you put on your denture and googles you were the king of the road. Even though the horse could outrun you in your car and was far cheaper, you were still enthused by this new toy. Of course it's not as much fun as it used to be. A toy is a luxury. A luxury should be: rewarding, recreational, relaxing, thrilling, inspiring, fun, enjoyable, pleasing, stimulating, rewarding, and memorable. Evidently a car isn't considered a luxury anymore. It's not rewarding to drive high costs; it's not recreational to drive congested traffic; it's not relaxing to drive on the freeway for four hours straight; it's not a thrill to waste time in traffic tie-up; it's not inspiring, always crowded streets and parking lots, which seem to be taking over the landscape; it's not fun tounker with your car when you're late for work; it's not enjoyable to smell your neighbors; it's not stimulating to get into a gas station; and it's not rewarding to pay for additional streets, highways, and parking lots. The car has ceased to be a memorable experience, and we can't live without it can we? The car is longer a toy, it's a necessity.

Larry Bushey

**ECOLOGY**

Ecology legislation will be tried again

by WARNER CHABOT

Today I would like to give a brief status report on various Ecological Action projects that are involved with recycling. This project is being coordinated by ECOLOG (Environmental Center of San Luis Obispo), a nonprofit group of citizens including students, faculty, housewives, and local business owners. The main goal of the center is experiencing normal growth pains but our major problem is keeping a strong momentum. Let's not give up on your community relations while helping the environment, and supply yourself the excuse to fail. The center is on your side and you are a great way to improve student community relations while helping the environment.

ASIAN NOTES

Day care center support implied

by MARIANNE DODDI

**AB President**

If you remember, last week we discussed the idea of having a day care center. I ran on a number of platform-plans to get support of the student body. Student control of campus policies, free legal aid for students, formal mechanism of meeting with student representatives, and day care center for students and staff.

Since our election, we have been doing a lot of fighting and trying to convince your student representatives and the Cal Poly administration that the changes are progressive and in the interest of the students.

This Wednesday we will be on the agenda of the Student Affairs Council meeting and we will be discussing the fate of the child care center. We implore you to come and support our cause - whether you are married or not, on or off campus. We believe that the establishment of a children's center for students and staff is a progressive measure. This idea is not really new and actually such centers are popping up everywhere. The question is why do we always have to be the last ones? Many have voiced their support for the children's center to us personally and we urge them to come out Wednesday night and tell all their representatives what they want. Also, coming up at this Wednesday's SACP meeting is the idea of dorm reform. The dorm students have made it plain that they can no longer tolerate the living conditions they are subject to. They are organized and ready to sit down and discuss changes and alternatives like reasonable people. Many of us who don't live in the dorms presently but who have or know what conditions are like in them, support the dorm students and demands.

The time for action is here. We can lobby together with our brothers and sisters in the dormitories or we can take a deaf ear. To realize a bad situation and not to try and change it is to make it worse. Witness the scene at Attica where legitimate grievances were not listened to ultimately resulting in violence and increased repression. Let's not let it happen here. See you Wednesday night.

Larry Bushey

**You Are Invited To**

**BIBLE STUDY MEETINGS**

Sundays, 10:30 A.M.

**NEW LOCATION**

**GRAND HALL**, 2890 South Broad

San Luis Obispo

**NEWSLETTERS**

We, who sponsor these meetings, are starting a new denominational newsletter that is supporting any existing ones.

It is our hope that the answers to the many problems of today are found in the Bible. We hope that peace, contentment and a purpose for life can be achieved only when we act with God.

Please invite your friends so that we may encourage you to look within the covers of the Bible and see for yourself what it means to the cradle to the grave and it written as all can understand.

**COME AND MEET WITH US!**
Fliers expanding

"There's supposed to be a mountain over there and a lake over there, but I can't find either from this height." This comment is a common one coming from a beginning flyer in the Mustang Flying Association.

The club originated on this campus in 1967. Its only plane at that time was a one-place Piper Cub. Anthony Amato, the club advisor, was its first passenger.

The club now owns a Cessna which they have named "Juliet" and are in the process of purchasing a red and white 1973 Cessna 150 called "Quebec."

According to Amato, the club planes have flown over most of California and into Mexico. Four years ago flyer Mike Chernok and his wife flew as far as New Jersey in one of the club planes. It took about 87 hours round trip.

Members come from a variety of majors and can obtain a pilot's license after about 40 to 50 hours training. Students with an interest in learning to fly or just joining the club should contact the Membership Chairman Steve Vines or the President Jurg Heuberger.

A member of the club prepares for take-off with the help of Instructor Fuller.

Club officers discuss the purchase of their new Cessna aircraft.
We're trying again with a more widely supported bill that will help preserve our wildlife and natural resources. The identical bill is offered in the assembly as AB 300, and in the senate as SB 100. If you want to be part of the solution instead of the problem, take a 4 hour break tonight and write some letters to members of Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee, Senator Hajo Pyle, Los Angeles, Carpenter, Cologne, Dills, Garegle, Richardson, Reader, Woodworth. If you're in a particular ambitious and crass-minded mood, you might also write to the Assembly Planning and Land Use Committee, Assemblyman Floyd McCarthy, Brown, Chappie, Warren, Wilson, and Zwerg. Address all to the State Capitol Building, Sacramento, Ca. 95814. Letter: Congressman: Efforts to create a wilderness area are in full swing and petitions asking for support should also be seen circulating around campus. Efforts to get endorsements from various government agencies are being confronted with political doubletalk. Supervisor Manzulli would not vote for it because he claimed that by creating a wilderness preserve we would have "thousands of people tromping over it". This gets the award for the weakest excuse of the month.

Get your cards

Permanent identification cards are available for students who had their photos taken at the beginning of Winter Quarter, according to Jerald Holley of Admissions and Records. The cards can be picked up in Admin. Bldg. All time during the week from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Candidates toss hats.

(Continued from page 1)

Miller: "In a positive manner the fact there are a number of students living in the Fifth District. I've always had good rapport with the students on campus."

What do you think the people of the Fifth District are concerned about?

Blake: "I think they are concerned about growth in the county. About taxation problems, about law enforcement, the entire spectrum of public utility taxes by population throughout the state. He feels other counties would not allow construction of power plants since they could get revenue without them."

Miller: "I think basically the people of the Fifth District are concerned about mounting governmental services. I think there is a feeling there could be an improvement in library services, transportation, community recreation, community beautification, tighter control over land use within their specific area. I'm not listing those in any order. They are just concerns that I detected from rapping with the people in different areas."

How will you go about dealing with these concerns?

Blake: "I do not subscribe to no-growth, no-expansion. If we effectively back up the planning commission we will have controlled and orderly growth. If we don't we will have random and unfortunate growth. Blake opposes the distribution of public utility taxes by population throughout the state. He feels the county would not allow construction of power plants since they could get revenue without them."

Miller: "I think basically the people of the Fifth District are concerned about mounting governmental services; they are concerned about the environment; the level of governmental services. I think there is a feeling there could be an improvement in library services, transportation, community recreation, community beautification, tighter control over land use within their specific area. I'm not listing those in any order. They are just concerns that I detected from rapping with the people in different areas."

How will you go about dealing with these concerns?

Blake: "I think they are concerned about growth in the county. About taxation problems, about law enforcement, the entire spectrum of public utility taxes by population throughout the state. He feels other counties would not allow construction of power plants since they could get revenue without them. This might result in local plants expanding indefinitely because permits have already been granted. "

Law enforcement goes all the way to Superior Court. Miller says government services can be improved by more intensive utilization and sharing of facilities. He offered the merger of county and city library systems as an example.

"People should participate in government. Vietnam led to interest in local government. I think it's beautiful. You see when people don't stand up and be counted, they roll over you. People have the right to redress their government."

Positions open for managers

Students with an interest in becoming resident managers and assistants for next fall may apply until March 9.

Qualifications for the positions require that the person have a sincere interest in people and their problems, a knowledge of the school gained from campus living experiences, curricular activities, or other leadership opportunities, and a 2.3 QPA or better.

Salary ranges from $65.30 to $118 per month depending on the size of the residence hall. Minimum time required for the position is 16 hours desk duty, three nights per week in the hall and two out of three weekends on campus.

If you are interested in applying for these positions, discuss your interest with your head resident or resident manager and obtain an application at the Housing Office, Admin. Building 112.

YOU ARE THE ISSUE

OUTPOST MAGAZINE
Your Campus Publication
Deals With The Details

Details on...
- Student voter power
- T.O. Analysis
- Student housing situation and Tenants Association

$1.25 copy

SALE
Beautiful Clothes for Active People

White Stag
Annual Clearance - All Ski Clothing

Ski Pants as shown:
Reg. $20.00 SALE $13.00

Cotton Turtlenecks as shown:
Reg. $7.00 SALE $5.60

RILEY'S COLLEGE SQUARE
FOOTHILL BLVD. OPEN 8:45 TO 9:30
THURSDAY UNTIL 9 843-1421
Twenty-seven energetic au­nworshippers pedalled almost 30 miles to Montana De Oro and back Saturday in a bicycle ride sponsored by the Cal Poly Wheelmen.

The group was blessed with a beautiful sunny day; bare backs and sunglasses were in abundance.

The club sponsors short rides every weekend along with periodical major events. A time­trials race on a 20-mile course is planned toward the end of the month and a future 100-mile ride is in sight. Meetings are held every other Monday in Science E11.
**Students gain law insight**

**Intern program begins**

by CHERYL MAZUREK

Through the cooperative efforts of Dr. Allen Battle of the political science department and the district attorney's office, there is now an internship program for pre-law students in the Los Osos district attorney's office. According to Battle, the students are getting credit for their senior projects while gaining practical experience in the field of law.

**Psycho-active drug workshop**

A community workshop on psycho-active drug problems will be presented by Project 9 at 6 p.m. Sunday in CU 338.

Local authorities on "Medical Uses, Dangers and Treatments," "Drug Abuse Control and the Law," and "Communication: Community Education" will incorporate facts and opinions into a panel discussion.

Registration is $1 for students and $2 for all others. Students may register at the CU information desk and are requested to attend a special meeting held at 3 p.m. Wednesday in the counseling center.

"The students will work for two quarters at no pay, but they'll receive four or six units of credit. Not only will this look excellent on a job resume, but they'll get an idea of what they'll be facing at law school and find out if that's what they really want to do." The interns are involved in clerical activities, simple legal research and some investigation.

"We reviewed ten or twelve applicants, but we felt that for the pilot project we should restrict it to four. We wanted to be sure that everybody would receive maximum benefit." Each student works a minimum of four hours a week under the direction of a deputy district attorney, according to Talt. "Their supervisors give them work to do when they come in, such as filing or research. In case the supervisor is busy, each student works a project to work on."

In addition to the four hours a week, "some come in much more. Also, once a month, they get lectures from men in the office."

Besides the benefits of seeing how a law office works and becoming experienced in legal research, Talt said they'll have the benefit of knowing if they've decided to go to law school and become a lawyer, "so this is a good chance."

Right now I'm going through the Penal codes, marking the amended sections. I've gone to some of the trials. These guys make it look so easy. I want to try and learn the process of it all." Linda Berger is working on research on child support cases.

Concerning her experience in the district attorney's office, Miss Barger said, "We really haven't gotten into it that much yet, but we just started. I don't really know anything yet, but it's really interesting. It's a lot of fun."
Conference is a toss-up

by STEVE GALE
Sports Editor

If you missed Saturday's basketball game I'm sure you're plenty sorry by now. Five overtimes and a victory that keeps the Mustangs in contention for the conference title — in fact gives them a tie for the lead — are things that don't come easy.

Take a look at the California Collegiate Athletic Association race. The locals are tied with UC Riverside at the top, each team supporting 6-4 records. Cal Poly Pomona, which is responsible for Riverside's two conference losses, is a half game back with a 5-5 record while Fullerton is 6-4.

When you stop and think about it, the CCAA can very easily end up in a four-way tie for first. If Valley State beats Cal Poly Pomona on Friday, Pomona beats the Mustangs on Saturday, and the Mustangs beat UC Riverside the following week, the four-way tie will exist, provided Valley State, Pomona, and Riverside win their remaining games in Fullerton.

Speaking of Fullerton, I may be sticking my neck out, but I foresee the Mustangs getting the victory over UC Riverside on Friday. Although specific instances aren't too reliable, Fullerton definitely has the possibilities. They exhibited this by beating the Mustangs in a nonconference encounter earlier in the season, and by beating Fresno State recently, which dropped Cal State Long Beach down in fourth place with a 3-3 record. Fullerton is 0-6.

Riverside win their remaining games in Fullerton.

Stoner feels that Riverside Is in the driver's seat right now as far as any chances for a National Collegiate Athletic Association regional playoff berth are concerned. He pointed out that if the Mustangs get a tie for the CCAA title with the Highlanders by losing to them in their final meeting, the Highlanders will have beaten the Mustangs twice in conference play and will go to the regionals before the Broncos for this reason.

Because of its status, OTA CCAA is not automatically assured of a regional playoff berth — the same punishment.

The CCAA conference set certain governing factors that decide who goes to the regionals. If anyone, after what happened last year. After Valley State beat the Mustangs here to win the conference, the locals were given a berth because of their overall season performance.

In their game with Valley State last weekend, the Mustangs set three new school records. Their 134 points were the most ever, while they scored the most field goals ever — 46, and of course, they had the longest game in Mustang history with their five overtimes.

Stoner says the Mustangs are shooting for the NCAA record of 13 overtimes.

The theme of this play is man against the state, purity against corruption, and the gods against the tyrant. The play is based on a story by Sophocles revolving around the relationship between Creon and his niece Antigone. Antigone is refused the right to bury her brother Polyniceus—when Creon declares him a traitor. After repeated tries to bury Polyneices, Antigone Is hanged alive by Jean Anouilh.

This Thursday night the San Luis Obispo High School drama department opens their production of "Antigone," a play by Jean Anouilh.

Poverty theory
Washington (UPI) — The administration disputed Tuesday the theory that poverty can be wiped out by giving outright to the nation's 28.8 million poor people the $31.8 billion the government spends each year in welfare payments.

Nixon campaign
Washington (UPI) — Attorney General John N. Mitchell resigned today to become President Nixon's re-election campaign manager — the same job he held in Nixon's victorious 1968 race.

SAVE 20% on all VIVITAR LENSES or Jim's Campus Camera

Vivitar Automatic Lenses

LENS AVAILABLE FOR:
Vivitar

Automatic Lenses

200mm f2.8
200mm f3.0
120mm f2.6
200mm f5.6
120mm f5.6
80mm f5.6
vivitar automatic lenses wide angle, telephoto and zoom

San Luis Obispo's Helpful Camera Store..."We Care"

Jims Campus Camera

771 Higuera • Downtown San Luis Obispo • 543-2847